Self-anti-reflective density-modulated thin films by HIPS technique.
A critical factor for an efficient light harvesting device is reduced reflectance in order to achieve high optical absorptance. In this regard, refractive index engineering becomes important to minimize reflectance. In this study, a new fabrication approach to obtain density-modulated CuIn x Ga(1-x)Se2 (CIGS) thin films with self-anti-reflective properties has been demonstrated. Density-modulated CIGS samples were fabricated by utilizing high pressure sputtering (HIPS) at Ar gas pressure of 2.75 × 10-2 mbar along with conventional low pressure sputtering (LPS) at Ar gas pressure of 3.0 × 10-3 mbar. LPS produces conventional high density thin films while HIPS produces low density thin films with approximate porosities of ∼15% due to a shadowing effect originating from the wide-spread angular atomic of HIPS. Higher pressure conditions lower the film density, which also leads to lower refractive index values. Density-modulated films that incorporate a HIPS layer at the side from which light enters demonstrate lower reflectance thus higher absorptance compared to conventional LPS films, although there is not any significant morphological difference between them. This result can be attributed to the self-anti-reflective property of the density-modulated samples, which was confirmed by the reduced refractive index calculated for HIPS layer via an envelope method. Therefore, HIPS, a simple and scalable approach, can provide enhanced optical absorptance in thin film materials and eliminate the need for conventional light trapping methods such as anti-reflective coatings of different materials or surface texturing.